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ABOUT THIS ISSUE:
OF TRADITION
AND GENERATION
[W]e must fight against the tendency to consider
the past simply as completed, unchangeable, over
and done with. The past must be reopened, and the
unaccomplished, thwarted, even massacred potentialities rekindled.
—Paul Ricoeur, “Initiative”

T

radition is not necessarily the most
beloved concept in today’s world. It only takes
using the expression ‘belonging to a tradition’
outside of church circles to elicit all sorts of
suspicion and animosity from listeners. In our everyday language, the concept of tradition can easily
be associated with stagnation and domination, with
resistance to change and innovation, with an uncontrollable obsession with an ossified past. If that is
your understanding of tradition, the ideas to which
you will be exposed in this issue of Perspective will
come as a shock. The contributions you will read
in the next few pages have one thing in common:
they present traditions as dynamic, living, and engaging trajectories that challenge those who belong
to them to constantly question and revisit their assumptions. In their best expressions, traditions continually empower their members to pursue novel
ways to inhabit the present more responsibly, more
critically, more faithfully.
A few months ago, ICS had the opportunity to host
Jonathan Hamilton-Diabo, June Callwood Professor
in Social Justice and Special Advisor on Indigenous
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Issues at Victoria and Emmanuel Colleges, to be the
keynote speaker at one of our Scripture, Faith, and
Scholarship symposia. In his talk, Jonathan emphasized
the importance of developing a vision for human relationships beyond a single generation, responding to
the call from Indigenous groups to ground action in a
careful consideration of the seven preceding and seven
following generations. This awareness of a complex
intergenerational trajectory of belonging that comes
to us from Indigenous wisdom shares an affinity with
the dynamic and organic understanding of tradition
that you will encounter in this issue of Perspective.
In addition to a series of reflections on what it
means to inhabit a living tradition offered by Senior
Members and guest contributors, we have invited
all our new Junior Members to share how they think
their scholarly and professional practice can impact
the traditions they inhabit. In their testimonials, these
Junior Members share with us how their programs
of study at ICS are helping shape their professional
practice as a faithful response to the God-given
humanity, not only of the people of our own time,
but also—to borrow the words Jonathan gifted to us
not long ago—to the humanity of the seven generations that have preceded and that will follow us.
Héctor Acero Ferrer is an ICS PhD candidate
& Associate Director of the Centre for Philosophy,
Religion & Social Ethics.
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Ronald A. Kuipers

A LIVING TRADITION
OF FAITHFULNESS
Steadfast love and faithfulness will meet;
righteousness and peace will kiss each other.
Faithfulness will spring up from the ground,
and righteousness will look down from the sky.
—Psalm 85:10-11

W

hat does it mean to belong to a
living tradition? More pointedly, what
does it mean to belong to a living Christian tradition? This last question is one
that has animated the work of ICS for its entire existence. We have pondered how best our teachers
might bestow the gift of this tradition—its wisdom
and insights for living—to the initiates in our charge.
We have also striven to recognize and honour the
agency these same initiates possess as they actively receive and interpret the tradition to which they
have apprenticed themselves, so that their lives may
be a faithful witness in a new time that asks them to
meet novel challenges.
But how do we discern faithfulness? How do we
know it when we see it? This question is harder to
answer than it first seems, because we must not confuse
faithfulness with the mere adoption or repetition of
the intellectual beliefs or doctrines that have been
codified by previous generations. Faithfulness goes
deeper than that. Active reception and appropriation
of a tradition includes an effort to make it “one’s own,”
and that effort involves the communal discernment
Institute for Christian Studies

of what it means to be faithful in one’s own time. The
answer to that question, an answer that is ultimately
revealed by the fruit of faithful living, usually is, and
should be, different from the answers previous generations have produced. Yet somehow faithfulness
remains recognizable as a continuation of what had
come before.
My good friend and colleague (and ICS alumnus!)
Jeffrey Dudiak of The King’s University puts the matter
succinctly in his book Post-Truth? Facts and Faithfulness: “If you want to know if I am faithful,” he advises,
“do not ask for my statement of faith…[,] [d]o not ask
me what facts I believe to be true, ask whether or not
I live truly, that is, faithfully” (15). The Hebrew word
emet, translated as “faithfulness” above, can also be
translated as “truth” or “truthfulness.” Dudiak goes on
to insist that such faithful living means living into the
promise of God’s kingdom as portrayed in scripture,
saying yes to Jesus’ call “to participate with him… in
imagining what the world could be, should be, and,
we trust, one day will be.” (17)
Scripture invites us to share a vision of a
redeemed—a healed and transformed—world, the
Perspective
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one so beautifully portrayed in Psalm 85. Here the
psalmist envisions a world where chesed (steadfast
lovingkindness and mercy, giving oneself completely
in love and compassion) and emet (truth as faithfulness) meet, where tzedek (righteousness or justice)
and shalom (peace, harmony, wholeness) kiss. How
can we be faithful to that vision today? There is no
simple answer to that question, and we must struggle
ever anew in seeking an answer. In fact, we must never
settle for too long on any particular answer, even as
we must never stop asking ourselves the question and
moving forward with the best answers we can muster
at a given time. Even as we work with our provisional
answers, we must keep this question ever before us.
Thankfully, the Spirit of our Maker and Redeemer is
here to help us, and scripture provides much needed
guidance and orientation for our approach. That said,
we still have the responsibility to discern for ourselves,
in faithfulness, what faithfulness in fact requires of us
today (and tomorrow, and the next day).
Scripture bears witness to God’s people struggling
with this question time and again, and even shows them
coming up with new answers that they are convinced
remain faithful to this scriptural vision. I think we
understand these people’s efforts at discernment better
if we come to understand faithful living as something
akin to a craft or skill, a way of living that organically
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evolves over time as it is passed from person to person
and from generation to generation. While past virtuoso
performances provide the necessary examples and
inspiration to guide our current efforts, we remain
called to contribute our own unique, novel performances, thereby making space for the spirit at work
in this tradition to breathe new life into our own time
and open an alternative future to the destructive one
that today’s powers and principalities are working to
construct.
When traditions refuse to allow generous scope
for their practitioners to experiment with novel,
unpredictable forms of faithfulness, when they
refuse to recognize the (oftentimes small, but real)
contribution that initiates make to the evolution of
their tradition’s spiritual trajectory, they become
authoritarian, and kill the dynamism and sense of
possibility that is crucial for any living tradition to
maintain and embody. “Gatekeepers” of authoritarian
traditions who, without undertaking any such effort
of discernment, automatically exclude anything new
from the tradition as necessarily apostate, are like the
hockey coach who, say, might have ordered a young
Wayne Gretzky not to set up camp behind the net
because “hockey isn’t played that way.” While Gretzky
did things that no one before him thought to do, once
he did do them, discerning authorities of the sport
immediately recognized them as exemplary ways to
practice that very same sport. (My apologies for the
hockey reference, I came of age in Edmonton in the
1980’s after all!)
Likewise, any Christian tradition that wishes to
remain alive, then, must take care to leave space for
novel and unpredictable ways of being faithful, ways
that we can nevertheless discern after the fact to have
been carried out in the spirit of the tradition. So let us
pray for the eyes and ears that will help us notice and
celebrate all the new ways of inhabiting our traditions
that expand our imagination about what makes for
faithful living, and which build our desire for our
Maker’s chesed, emet, tzedek, and shalom!
Ronald A. Kuipers is the President of ICS &
Professor of Philosophy of Religion.
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Kristin Kobes Du Mez

A CHALLENGE FOR
CHRISTIAN SCHOLARS
Portions from a Du Mez Connections newsletter
post of the same title from June 11, 2021 have been
reprinted here with permission from the author.

A

t a time when conservative white Protestants are making headlines for their embrace of Christian nationalism, authoritarian leanings, and questionable support for
democratic norms and institutions, Christian scholars have an essential role to play. How so?
For one, many conservative Christians have
embraced an us vs. them mentality, exhibiting distrust
for “outsiders”—including academic experts from outside their fold. It’s more difficult, however, to dismiss
academic experts who may be in their small group at
church, or whose kids attend their Christian school
or participate in their homeschool circle.
Another critical factor is that in most evangelical
churches, pastors serve at the pleasure of congregants.
While a pastor may envision himself a leader, then, in
fact his (it is usually his) leadership is constrained. If
he pushes his flock too far, challenging them on beliefs
or behaviors they hold dear, they are likely to suggest
a parting of ways.
Christian academics, however, tend to have both
expertise and at least a certain level of authority, and
also—sometimes—a bit more job security. Many
Christian colleges and universities do not have
standard tenure protections, but some do, and many
Christians hold academic positions at secular schools.
As a Christian scholar, and as someone with many
Christian scholar friends, I’ve been reflecting lately
Institute for Christian Studies

on the critical role that we can play in this fractious
moment.
[...] I’ve had two opportunities to speak on this
issue. [... In both cases], I gave a bit of my own
backstory. I told of my immersion in the Kuyperian,
Dooyeweerdian teachings of my Dutch Reformed
tradition. I described my frustrated quest to master
a sufficiently distinctive approach to the discipline of
history, despite studying with George Marsden, the
godfather of the evangelical historian mafia. I shared
how I then determined that I’d first learn the discipline
of history, to which I added the study of gender, before
returning to the question of the integration of faith
and scholarship. (Which, if you have been immersed
in Reformed thinking, is entirely the wrong order in
which to do things.)
When I began teaching at Calvin University in 2004,
the time came to revisit the question of the integration
of my faith and my scholarship. For one thing, my
reappointment depended on it. At the Conference
on Faith and History [CFH, at Baylor University], I
shared this recollection:
In preparation for this talk, I dug deep into my files
and found my first reappointment statement on
faith and learning, where I reflected on the task
of the Christian historian. This being Calvin, I
started off with John Calvin, pointing out how, in
his Institutes, he wrote of the prophetic office that
Christians, through their union with Christ, should
take up: proclaiming good news to the poor, binding up the brokenhearted, proclaiming freedom for
Perspective
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the captives, setting the oppressed free…* I wrote
about how historians can help give voice to the
voiceless, reveal oppression, illuminate suffering,
and articulate the many forms—structural and
personal—that sin can take.
I also found inspiration in Calvin University’s
“Expanded Statement of Mission,” which emphasized the need to “discern the cultural and social
forces that shape our world and address the needs
and issues of contemporary life.” It also spoke of
how we “strive to learn the demands of justice…
and an awareness of ways to renew the world for
God’s glory.” I reflected in my reappointment
materials on how historical inquiry contributes to
one of the four cardinal virtues, prudence—or, as
Aquinas calls it, “right reason in action.”** And it
is through prudence that another cardinal virtue,
justice, can be achieved. I considered, then, how
historical inquiry is central to both: “Knowledge
of the past can convict us in the present, illuminate
injustice past and present, and reveal the complexities of human cultures and societies, complicating
our understanding of sin and our human plans for
restoration.” [...]
I went on to discuss how I applied all of this in
my scholarship on gender and sexuality. And that
was a sticking point with a member of the board of
trustees. [...] He had always heard that gender studies was incompatible with Christian scholarship.
I shared with him how I had come to see work
in gender studies as providing tools—not neutral,
and not perfect, but nevertheless useful tools—that
could help us understand the ways in which power
operated in societies, and the ways power could
be used to oppress in the hands of fallen individuals.
His response was striking. He said he was grieved
that Christians were not on the forefront of
pioneering these methodologies, and he gave
me his blessing.

* Institutes 2.15.2; see Isaiah 61:1-2; cf. Luke 4:18.
** Catechism of the Catholic Church, Part III, Life in
Christ; Section 1, Chapter 1, Article 7, I.1805, 1806.
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It’s almost shocking, isn’t it? In a world full of gotcha
questions and guilt-by-association, of pre-ordained
rules dictating which conclusions are acceptable
and which are not, of gatekeeping and powerplaying,
this deferential response by a person in a position of
authority seems like a relic of a bygone era. Instead
of being sanctioned, I was given a blessing to do
my work, to follow where my investigations led me.
They led me to my first book, a study of the history
of Christian feminism, and then, ultimately, to Jesus
and John Wayne. [...]
In my talk at the CFH I outlined how Jesus and John
Wayne reflects my own understanding of Christian
scholarship. How it reflects love for the marginalized,
rather than privileging those in power. How it refuses
to give a false sense of hope where there is none. How
it reflects my Reformed faith formation, a belief that
human sinfulness finds expression individually but
also in terms of structures and societies. And it takes
seriously the notion of antithesis, not as a vertical line
between Christian and secular, but as a horizontal line
Institute for Christian Studies
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through everything, the church included.
I concluded both of my talks with a call to Christian
scholars to step up and do their work with integrity
and courage, meeting the challenges of our moment.
For so much of my career, my focus had been on how
to bring my faith to bear on my scholarship. At many
Christian colleges, this is an annual practice. Over the
past couple of years, however, I’ve been thinking more
about the reverse: how to bring historical scholarship,
and historical methods, to Christians. [...]
One of the most important things [Christian scholars] can do is to model disagreement well. To resist the
current “take no prisoners” discourse. To absolutely
refuse to mischaracterize arguments we don’t like, put
forth by people we also may not like. And to not be
afraid to critique people we like very much.
There is such a need for us to do this. In fact, we
historians do this all the time. I tell students in my intro
courses that historians love to argue. It’s our specialty,
and I show them the arguments in the texts and also
in the footnotes. I show them, too, how nobody is
Institute for Christian Studies

objective, but how subjectivity is not the same as bias,
which for my students always has a negative connotation and is too hastily used to dismiss an author’s
work out of hand. No, we are all bringing our insights
and our blind spots into our scholarship, and then we
fight it out. But we have rules of engagement: Honesty.
Proper use of sources. Peer review.
We are really good at this, and most people right
now are really, really bad at this. So we model it in our
scholarship. We model it in our classrooms. Some of
us can model this for a larger public as well.
At both of my talks, I issued a challenge: that
we work to model our disagreement with as much
attention to the cultivation of virtue as we give to
our pursuit of Christian scholarship. That we strive
to disagree with honesty, with integrity, with empathy,
and with courage.
Kristin Kobes Du Mez is Professor of History at
Calvin University and author of Jesus and John
Wayne (2020).
Perspective
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Angie Bonvanie
Ontario
MA-EL Program

Kelsey Merritt
British Columbia
MA-EL Program

David Geertsema
Ontario
MA-EL Program

Joshua deBoer
Ontario
MA-EL Program

Angie Bonvanie

A

s I get older I am struck by how much
I have yet to learn. While you’d think time
would provide more answers, it has actually produced more and more questions
as I live out of a posture of embracing ongoing
learning. Enrolling in the Masters of Philosophy in
Educational Leadership has created even more opportunity to learn, be challenged, and grow in the
very place that God has called me to lead and serve.
Since enrolling in Fall 2021 I have completed
two courses. Both have provided instant opportunity for application through the work that I
do as a principal of a Christian school in Ontario,
Canada. The facilitation of the course material,
the intentionality with which it is presented,
and the chance to engage with the content in a
collaborative environment has been so valuable.
The insights I have gained from a wide network
of leaders in education, both as students within
the program and guests to specific classes, have
Institute for Christian Studies

enriched the learning experience exponentially.
The practicality of the topics backed by theory in
the readings and discussion that we take on have
provided the framework I’ve needed to move
toward greater understanding and have equipped
me to implement these learnings to improve
my practice.
My learning journey is far from over. As a lifelong learner I deeply value the fact that I learn so
much in community. My experience so far at ICS
has been just that: an opportunity to learn alongside others who love Jesus and seek to live out the
calling he has for them within a collaborative environment. I’m excited for the ways in which I will
continue to learn through theory, dialogue, and
practice with and from those with whom I journey.
I know I will be challenged to grow and apply this
learning in tangible ways within the community
God has placed me as I continue to live out a posture of engaging in ongoing learning.
Perspective
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Kelsey Merritt

R

eflecting on my perspective on
traditions from my childhood, the image
of Olaf from “Olaf ’s Frozen Adventure”
comes to mind: Olaf the snowman furiously gathering mounds of traditions only to have
them all burn behind him while singing in oblivion
about how nothing could go wrong. My childhood
was full of nourishing, thoughtful traditions, but
I was busy participating in them without truly
understanding their significance or the important
role they played in my daily life. As I’ve grown
up, I’ve become increasingly appreciative of the
foundations that family, church, and school traditions laid for me and the way they have carried me
through my life so far. From the sometimes trivial
traditions celebrated through seasonal holidays
to the rhythms of purpose found in the liturgical
calendar, traditions have shaped who I am and provided me tools I need in my work and school today.
The words of Tevye from Fiddler on the Roof come
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to mind: “Because of our traditions, we’ve kept
our balance for many, many years… Because of our
traditions, everyone knows who he is and what
God expects him to do.” What a beautiful depiction of what God wants for us! I see deep roots at
Centennial Christian School and I see the way that
traditions have helped keep balance through the
years—especially during the unexpected ups and
downs brought on by the pandemic. It is my desire
to help lead staff and students to find their purpose,
to be deeply rooted in their faith, and to know who
they are and what God expects them to do with
their lives. My hope is that the MA-EL program
at ICS will provide me with another brick in my
foundation of learning so that I can keep balance
through all the changes that come my way and the
challenges that may be ahead for my school. My
deep hope is that this program helps solidify who
I am and what God expects me to do in my life
moving forward.
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David Geertsema

I

am entering my second year as principal of Alliston Community Christian School,
located north of Toronto. Since stepping into
this position, I’ve been contemplating what
good leadership looks like and how I will consolidate practices that I’ve gleaned from others with my
own perspective and personality.
As I engage in my practice of teaching and
leading, I reflect on a family history that has shown
deep commitment to community-building. With
a grandfather who was a principal in the Christian
school system during the 60s and 70s, and parents
who were among founding members of a church
in Kanata, I now find myself trying to understand
the reciprocal nature of a burgeoning school and
a flourishing Christian community. My hope is to
encourage teachers, building their confidence and
their resilience for the task of teaching in a prescient
occupation. The courses offered at ICS grabbed my
attention due to their practicality and the emphasis
on Christian scholarship. After seeing the immediate benefit upon my practice of leadership, I’ve
been hooked; and I look forward to exploring the
emerging trends in education that foster stability
and growth within a community.
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Joshua deBoer

I

n the last two years I have gone from
graduating with my BEd, to teaching Grade 6
during COVID, to taking on full-time music
and a band program. Now, the Lord has graciously provided me with a new position teaching
Grade 7 homeroom (with some rotary teaching)
and with the opportunity to further develop a band
program! I consider it a great joy to watch my students learn their new instruments and make a joyful
noise unto the Lord. I never thought I would be an
intermediate-level teacher, but the Lord has provided opportunities for me to see the joys of teaching
grade 7 and music, and I’m thrilled to be doing so.
The MA-EL program has already helped to
change my perspective on Christian education. I
first approached Christian education with the idea
that if the staff were Christian, the philosophies
behind what we are teaching would be Christian
but the subject matter would remain the same. I
now see that as a Christian educator we have to be
sure to show the beauty of God throughout every
subject we teach. We teach our students as image
bearers of God who learn to God’s glory and will one
day go out into the world. We assess our students
differently because we see them as unique image
bearers of God. Since God created them all unique,
we should give the opportunity for students to
express their learning in ways that complement their
God-given uniqueness. As we teach students, we are
reminding them of their God-given value and of how
to glorify God and to share with others.
I hope that when students leave my classroom
they are learners for the sake of God’s glory and
God’s plan for their lives. I hope that they are learning in order to seek out endless opportunities to
serve one another and share their God-given gifts
and abilities. I hope they leave my classroom with
a connection to a creative God who can bring them
out into the world to bring creative solutions to the
world’s problems.

Perspective
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Jimmy Ronald
Alberta
MA Program

Robert Woods
Ontario
MA Program

Romain Zhou
China
MA Program

Jimmy Ronald

I

grew up in Sherwood Park and am a
recent graduate of The King’s University in
Edmonton. I’m passionate about philosophy
and since my first year at university I’ve found
myself wanting to pursue graduate studies. I chose
ICS because it came highly recommended from my
teachers at King’s—Drs. Josh Harris, Jeff Dudiak,
and Neal DeRoo—all of whom are ICS alumni.
Having heard about their positive experiences
pursuing Christian scholarship at the Institute, I
look forward to having a similarly positive experience myself. My concentration is in the history and
historiography of philosophy, and I’m looking forward to studying ancient and medieval philosophy
under the mentorship of Bob Sweetman. I’m hoping
that my thesis will be able to bridge a communicative gap between the habits and assumptions of
contemporary analytic philosophers, with whom I
identify, and the very different spirit animating the
philosophical and theological work of the scholastics, with whom I also feel an affinity.
Institute for Christian Studies

The tradition that has shaped my life more than
any other is that of evangelical Christianity. Both my
parents were raised in the Plymouth Brethren tradition, and they first met at a Bible college connected
with that same tradition. However, from the time I
was a young child, I became aware of a stark contrast
between how that tradition had affected my mother
and my father. In my mother’s case, her faith has
been an essential and overwhelmingly positive
influence in her life, and is associated for her with
notions of unconditional love, caring for the less
fortunate, and so on. In my dad’s case, by contrast,
his life experiences have resulted in his faith being
irreversibly tied up with abuses of power, anti-intellectualism, and other sources of ambivalence. This
contrast has made me aware of the immense constructive potential, as well as destructive potential,
of Christianity. I hope that in my time at ICS I will
be able to reflect on how I can embrace the constructive, while resisting the destructive, and have a
deeper and more robust faith as a result.
Perspective
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Robert Woods

T

radition is an important word for me
not least because of its breadth. There are a
multitude of traditions in which I am rooted,
including those of the Anglican Church of
Canada, that I learned of and experienced during
my upbringing in Ottawa. Later, I moved to Kingston to pursue a BA in philosophy at Queen’s University where I became surrounded by the university’s
traditions and the philosophical traditions of many
thinkers, past and present. My parents’ cultural
traditions (British and Germanic, respectively) also
had an indelible influence on me. All traditions have
gifts and I am grateful for those I have received:
belonging, guidance, and strength. Now, I am at ICS
where I hope to become rooted in this community’s
traditions.
While these are some of the many traditions in
which I have consciously participated, there are also
many aspects of traditions that run deeper than my
awareness. I experience these as being like underground rivers flowing beneath my life. A rich source
of life below the surface, residing in the dark. Rarely
seen, sometimes heard, but always there. Thus, my
hope is that my degree with ICS will supply me
with the valuable tools that will allow me to explore
these underground rivers. Hopefully if I can explore
them, then I can harness them to renew, in water,
the many traditions that are thirsting for new life.
In this regard, I am indebted to the work of Carl
Jung among others. His writings have pointed me
towards the possibility that there are many largely
unconscious (and ancestral) traditions which have
influenced our lives and function as a crucial animating force. These, I think, are the underground
rivers. I hope with the community of ICS to explore
these rivers and follow them to God: the even
deeper underground spring from which all rivers
flow.
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Romain Zhou

I

come from China. My interest in Western
philosophy started first from the perspective of
the history of political thought and then turned
to its different branches. As a Chinese student,
I have a rather holistic passion for Western culture.
This is one of the most important reasons that made
me choose ICS, whose members think both intellectually and faithfully.
I confess that, in terms of tradition, I’m almost
rootless. I consider myself an outsider to what I study,
but at the same time I don’t know what it means to be
Chinese—considering the fact that modern Chinese
culture has largely been reshaped by a communist
movement which has contributed to the extinction
of certain old traditions. Strangely enough, my
academic knowledge of Aristotle and Jesus is much
stronger than my acquaintance with Confucius and
Laozi. In terms of my family situation, I grew up with
my parents as a nuclear family and have no brothers
and sisters. I don’t have a very close relationship
with other family members and, in that way to some
extent, I’m much more modern than many Canadians.
In terms of the education I received, religion is
also not a source of tradition for me as much as the
belief in socialism and modern biology are. Even in
terms of my preferred Christian thoughts, I’m deeply
influenced by Lutheran thinkers, who struggle to
make sense of the position or role of the community in the direct encounter between God and the
individual. Besides, freedom of association is absent
where I grew up. So I’m not sure to what tradition(s)
I’m faithful. An East Asian tradition? While I’m living
abroad, this is an attractive option. But I’m still not
sure whether this tradition is fictitious or not, as it
doesn’t do justice either to East Asians other than
Chinese nor to Chinese who don’t consider themselves East Asian—for example, Uygurs who are
being oppressed.
All this further supports my choice. I want to
observe how ICS as both an academic and religious
community can stay together and think concretely.
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Todd Dias | Ontario | PhD Program

I

’d like to speak about what traditions
inform me. I come from a mixed background.
My dad is Anglo-Indian and Goan. My mom is
a multigenerational Canadian of Scottish and
German heritage. Because of the experiences (both
positive and negative) this heritage has afforded
me, I find I have a stake in any discussion of both
racial justice and otherness, whether I like it or not.
My theological experience—from seeking God, and
finding God in unlikely places, to settling into my
denomination, the United Church of Canada)—
teaches me that, although we can, at times, feel like
misfits, there is no outsider to God.
Contemporary continental philosophy was
the subject of both my BA and MA in philosophy
earned from King’s University College at Western
University and Brock University, respectively. I am
particularly interested in Heidegger’s influence
on and critique of existentialism, theology, and
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humanism. My burning question for this area of
philosophy is: how can we understand “Covenantal
Partnership with God” after Heidegger’s critiques?
I hope to work out a way to do theology without
falling into metaphysical pitfalls (such as making
humanity the starting place and measure of all
things), all the while seeking justice.
Teaching as the act of tradition—that is, the act of
passing on what one is taught—is a spiritual vocation
to me. I feel initiated into this tradition in two ways.
First, I was employed as a writing coach to the students of the Faculty of Theology at Huron University
College, where I previously earned a Master of Theological Studies. Second, I was taught by my uncle,
John Steckley, a retired anthropology professor, that
for Wendat and Haudenosaunee peoples the uncle
is considered the spiritual teacher. Likewise, I hope
to teach what I have been taught to my nieces and
nephews, both biological and spiritual.
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Three Studies of Hands Clasped in Prayer
Perspective
by Jacopo Guarana
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Tracey-Ann Pypker-Van Brenk
Ontario | MWS-ART Program

I

am a child of Dutch immigrant parents.
My parents’ young lives were uprooted out of
post-war Holland with hope for a better life in
Canada. I am the beneficiary of their immigration as well as of the sacrifices they made so that I
could be afforded the benefit of Christian education in primary and secondary school, a university
education of my choice, and a faith life steeped in
the Reformed tradition. I have been grounded well
and I am grateful. Because of this solid grounding,
I have been given wings to explore. My post-graduate studies included a Master of Divinity in an
ecumenical space that has blessed me with a wide
view of what following Jesus might look like as a
faith-filled human being. My current vocation as a
Spiritual Director has blessed me with the opportunity to journey with people from all walks of life
and Christian faith traditions. Yet, no matter the
tradition, the yearning is the same: a deep desire
for genuine encounters with God. I take ‘genuine’
to mean what a whole person (body, mind, soul)
experiences with God in the concrete realities of
daily living.
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I am interested in the long-standing tradition of
imaginative prayer, and I trust that ICS is a place for
me to study the history, philosophy, and theology
of this ancient devotional practice. Some faith traditions embrace the role of the imagination and some
do not, but I believe the imagination is an important
human faculty and therefore a dimension of God’s
good creation. The imagination is what allowed my
grandparents to envision a place for themselves
in an unknown country. The imagination is what
Jesus used when speaking parables to His followers.
Children use their imagination when they play, and
we are invited to love Jesus like little children (Luke
18:16). I know ICS is the place for me to study this
subject because, as Senior Member Emeritus Cal
Seerveld notes, Reformational philosophy “sees the
aesthetic as a dimension of creation, and therefore
also a function of human nature.” Studying imaginative prayer at ICS, I trust, will ground me in its rich
aesthetic tradition while at the same time giving me
wings as God invites and beckons me, and those I
journey with in spiritual direction, toward genuine
encounters with God.
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Bob Sweetman

A LIVING TRADITION
IN THE PAST AND
FUTURE’S GIFT
How can we cultivate an openness to the gifts
of both the past and the future in ourselves
and our communities here and now?

W

e human beings are temporal beings. Our works are not just framed by
time, we also constitute time in our embodied existence, for we come at time
as its present. Still, we do not exhaust time. We may
come at time as its present, but time comes at us too,
and from two directions.
Time comes at us from the past. As such, it connects
us to ways human beings have already organized and
ascribed meaning to their lives. Connection to past
meaning and practices is what we most often point
to when we use the word “tradition.” Tradition, so
understood, primes us to expect things. For example,
what past persons and communities with whom we feel
connected have experienced as flourishing creates in us
expectations about what we will or should experience
as flourishing in our time. Expectations are proper as
far as they go, but there is yet more to the story.
Time also comes at us from the future. Our lives and
judgments never just repeat the patterns we inherit
from the past. Something new that changes how we
experience life comes at us in our present circumInstitute for Christian Studies

stances in a way that we could not have expected on
the basis of what we have inherited. The new presents
itself, but not from the past. It surpasses, replaces,
resists our expectations, leading us to different judgments about ourselves, our communal organization,
and the life practices they encourage or repress. The
new is the future’s gift to us temporal beings just as
tradition is the past’s. The future’s gift cannot be
expected or predicted, but it can be anticipated. In
anticipation, we can be open to what the future gives
us. We cannot deduce what its gift will be as if it existed
already. Rather, we must discern its coming, and that
involves communal spiritual awareness, imagination,
and intuition, in addition to conceptual thought and
a capacious memory.
What we do with the gifts of past and future will
affect the current state and trajectory of our traditions.
A living tradition is always an amalgam of what we have
received from the past and the new coming at us from,
and pointing us toward, the future. We inhabit the
traditions that form us by actively invigorating what we
receive from the past in and through our discernment
Perspective
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of what we are being called to in the present toward
the future. This is our gift to our traditions.
The traditions I belong to most self-consciously
are the Reformational thought tradition in its ICS
version, on the one hand, and the Gilsonian tradition
within Catholic thought as it came to expression at
the Pontifical Institute for Mediaeval Studies when
I was a graduate student, on the other. As a result, I
think of my scholarly identity as a hybrid, an improbable Romano-Calvinism which has me acrobatically
standing with each foot in a different boat, hoping
they don’t drift too far apart (I’ve never been lithe
enough for the splits and am not an enthusiastic swimmer). Historically, both traditions have emphasized
expectation founded upon what we inherit from the
past—an inheritance that tells us of the mighty deeds
that God has done in pouring out divine favor upon
the faithless, as well as the faithful, under the rubric of
“nature” among Gilsonians and “the law-for” among
Reformationals. Both traditions are about 125 years old.
In both, there has been a tendency to conform anticipation and its discernment of newness to the shape of
a past-discerning expectation—looking for the voice
of God in past experiences of human flourishing and
bracketing the languishing intimately associated with
it. In the ICS version of the Reformational tradition,
however, there has been a focus on the future’s gift
and our responsibility to discerningly anticipate the
new and the calling it entails—a calling that involves
conforming expectation and its apprehension as
much as possible to the shape of a future-discerning
anticipation.
As an historian, I am professionally oriented to
the past and to a past-discerning expectation. But my
commitment to ICS and its scholarly calling has gradually formed me to its future-discerning anticipation.
So I try to read the past in light of the openness to
newness of ICS’s anticipatory orientation. ICS Senior
Members have often opened readers/hearers up to
anticipations of flourishing anew by uncovering the
human woe that comes to our present from the past.
We have tended to take for granted past patterns of
flourishing that existed alongside the woe. It is here
that I have found a calling within ICS: I work to sup20 Perspective

port our communal openness to the future’s gift to
us by insisting we also acknowledge the past’s. That
is, while most of my colleagues rightfully emphasize
the adventure of the new and what that means for
people of faith as they move into the future, I have
taken on the task of ensuring the gift of the past is
honored precisely in our emphasis on newness and
our exploration of what that means for the creation
and its future flourishing.
My task within the Gilsonian tradition has been
different. There is now a tendency within the tradition to view itself as a support for Catholic cultural
backlash. But I have worked to show the ways in
which Gilson’s philosophical and medieval studies
projects were not traditionalist enclosures of Christian wisdom within what had already emerged in a
narrowly Catholic past. In 2018, for example, I gave
a paper at the University of St. Michael’s College in
which I argued that Gilson’s friendships and vision for
medieval studies curricula at the Pontifical Institute
for Mediaeval Studies were broad enough to enfold
the realization that a significant feature of his own
20th-century philosophy—the absolute priority of
existence and the mystery of concrete historical existence—was already a futural promise within Thomas
Aquinas’ metaphysics of existence developed in the
13th century. In so doing, I have felt called to insist
that the tradition’s past-discerning expectation be
compatible with future-discerning anticipation of
present newness. My framing of Gilson’s “existential”
discovery within Thomist metaphysics suggests that,
on an intuitive level, Gilson was open to the new and its
future promise as it had been at work in the spirit and
thought of Thomas, his past philosophical exemplar.
In short, a proper orientation to the gift of the past
(tradition) is to see it as, at the same time, pregnant
with the future. A proper orientation toward the new
as child of the future accepts the gift of the past as a
part of that orientation. These last two statements
together stake out my place within each of the traditions I recognize as my own.
Bob Sweetman holds the H. Evan Runner Chair in
the History of Philosophy at ICS.
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Drew Van’t Land

FAITH IN CRISIS
AND IN CONTINUITY
Is faith a blind leap? An effort of the will?
An unquestioning commitment? Drew Van’t Land
explores some contours of the practice of faith.

E

very stage of my life has been shaped
by Christian churches or schools, and each
of these has viewed its mission as (at least
partly) the extension of tradition: passing
the torch of faith to the next generation. In its purest
form, faith is trust in another’s character, and in its
deepest form, faith is trust in the source of life and
being itself. But God’s character seems frequently
open for scrutiny because of the evils which plague
us and in which we participate—and especially those
in which we participate as Christians.
Many of us drawn to the ICS community have
experienced at least one season of lost faith, in which
God no longer seems to be who God promised to be…
or at least who we were told God would be. At such
moments, I’ve noticed a curious bait-and-switch by
certain Christians in which we are told to trust God
because God is trustworthy and has promised to work
for our good; yet when life presents unjust suffering,
we are told that our understanding of God’s trustworthiness and goodness is too limited and self-centered.
The portrait of God's character as omnipotent-yetbenevolent is thereby preserved beyond reproach,
and our faith is forced to become a willful denial of
our experience rather than an expression of it.
Institute for Christian Studies

This type of faith is often imagined as a leap into
the unknown. Yet I think the depth of that metaphor
concerns what exactly grounds the surface. The leap
is only one moment of faith. Most of the time, faith
is the sense of security in where one is standing, long
before it ever gives way. Losing one’s faith is simply
the loss of trust in the integrity of ‘the given.’ Yet we
only lose faith in someone (or something) because
someone (or something) else displaces that trust,
thereby appearing more trustworthy than the former.
Trauma, disappointment, cynicism—these are not
opposed to trust; they are indirect ways of trusting
otherwise. The Reformational tradition has treated
all of these notions of trust, faith, and belief (even in
their critical forms) as comprising one meaningful
aspect of conscious experience (among many others).
Like those other aspects theorized by Reformational
philosophers, the ‘pistical’ mode of faith has both a
descriptive and a normative side. Descriptively, the
modality of faith is treated as an irremovable structure
of human nature. As Herman Dooyeweerd puts it, faith
is that “immediate certainty which manifests itself… in
practical life” (New Critique of Theoretical Thought,
II:299). As an element of the creaturely experience of
human beings, the capacity to trust is simply a part of
Perspective
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us all, from saints to serial killers. Just as our bodies or
our languages or our architecture are neither universally
beneficial nor universally detrimental, our need to trust
is morally and spiritually ambivalent. The tendrils of
faith extend beyond the relatively superficial level
(trusting an alarm clock to go off on time, trusting
other drivers to follow the right of way, etc.) to the deep
level of trust in one’s interpretation of ultimate reality.
The Reformational tradition also portrays faith as
the normative direction of one’s trusts: some things
are less trustworthy than others, and no thing is as
trustworthy as the God who gives faith as a gift. I’m
particularly interested in this normative interpretation,
since it accords more closely with how early Christians
characterized faith: as a theological virtue, alongside
hope and love (1 Cor. 13:13). The way that Protestant
Christians talk about faith often collapses it into either
a distorted form of love (an irresistible affection for
a trustworthy God) or a distorted form of hope (an
irrational certainty, or at least willfully enacted suspension of disbelief, that God’s promises will be fulfilled).
But I’m convinced that faith is a meaningfully distinct
concept (as this triad of virtues suggests). Whereas
love is oriented presently toward ‘the encounter,’
and hope is oriented futurally toward ‘the promise,’
faith is oriented historically toward ‘the gift’—the
blessed assurance not of what is to come but of what
has already been. If faith is a distinct virtue, it must
involve gratitude: thankfulness for the gift in the given.
Whatever true faith is, it should not be a justification for embracing ignorance of the future in the name
of hope, or accepting ongoing abuse in the name of
love. It is dehumanizing to tell someone to trust God
if this involves empty promises of bright skies ahead
or condescending shrugs about the inscrutable divine
will which permits atrocities. The call of faith is not a
demand to look on the silver-lined bright side, ignoring—or worse, justifying—the traumatic evils which
abound. That kind of theodicy in the face of history’s
horrors would reduce faith to conformist ideological
complacency. Nonetheless, ‘faithing in’ God must
involve interpreting the world as a site of gift and
goodness, however partial and corrupted that may be.
The easiest way to remove the sins of the world would
22 Perspective

be to destroy the world itself, but (as God apparently
learned in the story of Noah and as we have yet to fully
learn in our ecocidal age) to destroy the possibility of
corruption is to destroy the gift of possibility itself. I
suggest that if faith is a virtue, its golden mean lies
between nihilistic cynicism and ideological quietism
in the spiritual space of critical gratitude.
Trust in all of its forms, including faith in God,
simply is gratitude taken for granted. It is only once
this subconscious sense is broken or lost that we even
notice it was there. For faith, this is the moment of
decision, of the leap. Yet choosing to trust is almost
a contradiction in terms. It is much more tangible to
choose to feel grateful. The continuous practice of
faith—consciously choosing to trust not merely that
God exists but that God is good—involves a thankfulness for the goodness in the given. No critique or
lament or denunciation can even form itself on one’s
lips without some imagined sense that the world could
and should be otherwise, and this imagination is fueled
by our memories not only of trauma but of goodness,
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peace, fun, connection, joy—the fullness of life. Faith
is a reminder that fallenness presupposes creational
goodness, that the demonic is the malfunction of the
angelic, that evil is a privation of the good.
Faith, then, is different from (though complementary to) the hope in a Messianic return which
will “make all things new” (Rev. 21:5); it is instead
the grateful acceptance of present actualities as the
trace effects of the newness and possibilities of the
past. Faith interprets God’s creation as brimming with
the pure potential of grace—even while recognizing
that this grace-filled potential has often been abused
violently. Faith as critical gratitude does not ignore
cursedness but it looks to receive whatever it can as
blessing, as a mark of the divine character. Perhaps
this is what St. Paul meant when describing faith as
“the conviction of things not seen” (Heb. 11:1).
When we treat faith as a divine command to either
love God’s character or to hope in God’s actions, we
reduce faith to yet another of the works that Christians
in and beyond the Reformed tradition have defined
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it against. Faith is normative, but only softly, gently,
maybe even weakly: an invitation to discerningly
receive the gift in the given. As the habitual practice
of critical gratitude, faith is a virtue that can both
reinforce our trust during normal seasons and hold
us fast in times of crisis.
Faith is less about stepping boldly into uncertainty
and more about glancing back at the footholds that
have held us this far, which have helped us to “stand
firm in the faith” (1 Cor. 16:13). These footholds are
often those tread by the faith of our ancestors, even if
our path has diverged from theirs. If faith is simply a
leap, then at best we will end up trusting only a god of
the gaps. But if faith is a virtue that we practice, then
even when our normal continuity of trust reaches
a crisis point and we have to leap into hope, we are
pushed by faith.
Drew Van’t Land is an ICS alumnus & Assistant
Professor in Philosophy at the Community College
of Allegheny County.
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